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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0110524A1] The invention concerns a passenger carrier (1), mounted in particular on an amusement device, wherein individual
passengers (P) can lie down. Said passenger carrier comprises a bottom support (5) and a top cover (6). Said bottom support (5) and/or the top
cover are mounted so as to be mobile, preferably so as to pivot, between a closing position, wherein said two elements (5, 6) are almost parallel,
and an opening position, wherein they form an angle between them. Said passenger carrier also comprises a locking system (11a, 40a) for locking
the support (5) and/or the cover in closing position. Said system has at least first and second locking members arranged relatively mobile to each
other. At least one of the locking members is coupled with the cover (6) or with the support (5). The invention is characterised in that the first locking
member (11a) has at least first and second rows of several juxtaposed locking elements, preferably orifices (42a, 42b) or locking pawls and prongs.
Said rows of elements are almost parallel and the locking elements (42a) are separated by being offset relatively to one another. The second locking
member (40a) has at least first and second locking elements, preferably first and second locks, which are mobile between a neutral position outside
the first locking member (11a) and a locking position wherein they are meshed in a locking element (42a) of the first locking member (11a). The first
locking member is associated with the first row of locking elements and the second locking member is associated with the second row of locking
elements.
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